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Week 48 Lesson: 

How to Pay Profound Attention 

Don’t go off somewhere else! 

…just throw away all thoughts of imaginary things, 

and stand firm in that which you are. --Kabir
1
 

 

Living the dharmic life is one of Self-referral—the great gift of spiritual awakening. Instead of 

wondering where to look, who to ask, or how we’ll know what is best—we know how to pay 

profound attention to the divine Self. We know how to discern and listen for inner guidance and 

wisdom. We stay tuned to truth unfolding within us.  
 

What is even better, the more in tune we are with the higher Self and its inspiration and 

guidance, the more likely we are to follow it. The more we follow it, the more we come to trust it. 

The more we trust it, the more we have faith in our Self. We develop Self-confidence. Confidence 

in the indwelling divine Self, confidence in the Infinite—God within us. This is the unfolding way 

of Self-referral and the walk of faith. We learn how to listen. We listen. We attend to this insight 

or prompting of inner guidance. We take steps to follow it. We keep listening. We check back in. 

We walk the way of ever-unfolding guidance and discernment.  
 

Learn How to Listen 

The time and energy we spend in meditation builds a foundation for the quality of listening that 

is needed to develop Self-referral. It provides the spiritual insight and perspective that is needed. 

Meditation shows us who we are. It facilitates the introduction to our essence. When we learn to 

observe our thoughts and emotions, we know we are not that. We are the Witness—the inner 

																																																													
1 Kabir, version by Robert Bly, The Soul is Here for Its Own Joy, (Ecco Press: New Jersey, 1995) p.73 
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Light of Consciousness—making thought, emotion, and observation of it possible. With that 

higher perspective, we can tune in to our thoughts, bodily felt sense of things, emotions, and soul 

guidance. We have a place to “stand”—we anchor ourselves upon the unmoving “rock” of 

consciousness. We can listen profoundly in a way we could not before when we were caught up in 

the thoughts or emotions with no place to stand apart from them.  
 

When we meditate, we are not attempting to listen to our thoughts or feelings. But that same 

skill that allows us to observe them and let them go by can be cultivated to facilitate listening to 

them. When we are finished meditating, or during a time we set aside for this purpose, we can sit 

and listen. We can invite, and notice, what the concerns are that are swirling in our mind. As they 

arise, we can acknowledge their presence. The point of such an exercise is to allow thoughts and 

feelings to surface and be listened to with mindful awareness, instead of leaving them below the 

surface of awareness, or pushing them away again and again through the day as they arrive. 

When we know we are greater than any thought or feeling we may have, we can sit with it. We 

can notice what it is trying to bring to our attention. We can examine it in the light of truth, 

contemplate it. Is it true? Is it a fear? A regret? What is the gift of awareness it brings now?  
 

The wholeness we seek and discover on the spiritual path is both the inherent fullness of our 

essential Self, and the integral connection of body, mind, and spirit. There is no spiritual life of 

wholeness if we cannot occupy the body temple. Sufi scholar, Dr. Seyyed Hossien Nasr, said in an 

interview about wholeness, “If we will only remain in our bodies we would become perfect 

masters of meditation; because the one thing in us which never stays put is the mind. And the 

body can play an important role in the actual process of bridling the mind. If we could only live 

our mental life within the body we would become masters of the contemplative path.” 
2
 

 

Years ago, spiritual teacher and psychotherapist, John Welwood coined the term “spiritual 

bypass,” to describe how some people use spiritual practices like meditation to avoid dealing with 

																																																													
2 Seyyed Hossein Nasr, The Long Journey, Leaning on the Moment: Interviews from Parabola, (Parabola Books: New 
York, 1986) p. 225 
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psychological issues or developmental tasks that need to be addressed. I certainly thought that 

way in the beginning. I thought meditation was to help me rise above what I was feeling, what 

troubled me, or was difficult to deal with. Meditation does help us “rise above.” That is the new 

perspective we gain about who we really are, and that’s what brings the inner strength to listen 

more deeply to our whole self. The skill for rising above that we develop is not meant to be a skill 

for living at a distance from our self, for checking out or disconnecting. Nothing could be farther 

from the truth. That new perspective is exactly what we need to skillfully connect and live an 

integrated life.  
 

The Gift of Practice 

Eternity is at our hearts, pressing upon our time-torn lives, warming us with intimations of an 

astounding destiny, calling us home unto Itself. Yielding to these persuasions, gladly committing 

ourselves in body and soul, utterly and completely, to the Light Within, is the beginning of true 

life.
3
 

 

Three gifts of the spirit that unfold from our meditation practice are higher perspective; ability to 

listen and attend to thoughts, feelings, intuition, and guidance; and the ability to expand our 

awareness during daily activity from the confines of the small self, into the expanse of the true 

Self. We can let go of clinging to “doing” and drop into awareness of being.  
 

These gifts are fruits of practice. Our practice is not meant for us to develop meditative 

awareness only as we sit. The time spent in practice is like the yeast we use when making bread—

it is an agent that causes the loaf to rise. Our daily sitting is meant to help us “rise” from being 

confined to ordinary, fragmented consciousness to the expanse of divine consciousness, right 

where we are. If we know this is possible and is, in fact, a great goal of practice, we begin to 

anticipate those moments in the day.  

																																																													
3 Thomas Kelly, A Testament of Devotion (Harper Collins: New York 1941) pg. 3 
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Lesson Journal: 

How do I listen, or tune in, to inner guidance? 

 

 

Do I trust myself? Have I developed faith in my inner guidance? 

 
 

 

How do I experience the wisdom of my body-mind? Do I listen for it? Attend to it? 

 

 

Can I recognize the three gifts of Spirit—higher perspective, ability to listen profoundly, and expansion of 

attention from “small self doing” to “true Self being?” 

 

 

Is there a recent example I can think of where the gift of higher perspective made a very real difference 

for me? What was it? 

 

 

When did the ability to witness—to listen to body-mind—enrich my perspective or help me find guidance? 

 

 

Have I noticed any expansive, mindful moments today? What happened? What was it like? 

 


